Birthdays around the world: Can you investigate how
birthdays are celebrated differently depending on
where you live in the world?
First think about your birthday and how we celebrate
them in England. Can you create a wordcloud with all
the words that describe how we celebrate birthdays
in England?

Research how birthdays are celebrated in the
following countries.

o China
o Spain
o Italy
o Mexico

Come dine with me: You are in charge of creating
a three-course meal for your family members.

Share what you have found out in a
way of your choice- be creative!

Can you become a news reporter and report on how
each country celebrates? Design a report and record
yourself reporting the news!

Which country would you like to celebrate
your birthday based on your findings? Why?

What ingredients are you going to need to make each
course?

Share your reasons via seesaw/twitter!

Can you write a shopping list of
the items you will need to make all
Three courses?

Great British Chefs
Simple starters
Tesco Real Food

Question/Kahoot Time:
Click on Charles Darwin’s
face to access the Kahoot
Quiz all about him….

Extra questions to research
Where are the Galapagos Islands?
What species did and still live there?
What makes these animals unique?
Create a poster all about Charles Darwin’s theory on
evolution. Remember to include, ‘Did you know
facts…’

TOP CHEF!

You will need to create recipes for a starter, main
meal and dessert.
Take a look and explore the websites below that
will help you decide what you might choose for
each course!

Once you have added all of
your words, selected a shape,
font, layout and style just press
visualize and your word cloud
will appear!

The lIfe of Darwin: Do you know who charles Darwin
is? Ever heard of him before? Can you research the
scientist’s famous theory on evolution.

Research how much of each ingredient you
will need and work out the cost of the meal
using a supermarket website of your
choice.

Where is the most cost-effective place to
buy the ingredients? Share your working
out via seesaw/twitter!

If you have any of the ingredients could you
make any of the courses for your family
and take photographs to share on
seesaw/twitter!

Animal Prints: Using a variety of media (this could be
materials from around the house such as cloth,
newspapers or magazines, felt etc) can you create
animal prints for,

o
o
o
o
o

Remember to share
your learning on
seesaw and/or
Twitter!

A mammal
An insect
An amphibian
A reptile
A bird of your choice

Can you write a biography about the Look at the animal prints on the links and think about
Life of Charles Darwin. what makes each print unique. Create designs in your
Use the app CHATTERPIX to make Darwin talk! Click journal that would represent each animal.
the link to see how it works! Share your talking
Darwin’s on Seesaw!

Can you sketch the animal prints using a pencil or pen?
Look carefully at the designs and recreate the prints to
share on seesaw/twitter/journal.

